
The Tunnel of Eyes 
 
I feel them staring down my body; hunting for my mistakes, searching up and down to find 
every single flaw of mine. They are cold, almost freezing, and I feel like I’m drowning in a 
sea of their insatiable hunger. Being surrounded by their iciness makes me blind to any other 
sensations, and slowly, panic sets in. I want to break free of the chains holding me in this 
awful place of fear and exposure, but my capabilities are limited by myself. My mind is the 
one keeping me here. I wish I were comfortable with the attention, but I stick myself into a 
tunnel of flawed perceptions whenever I am confronted with it.  
The eyes have changed. They are slowly retracting, losing tension and intensity. I almost 
believe that it’s over, that I can finally breathe. Then I find myself worrying again, and the 
eyes return, all of them. This time, they are sharp, cutting into me like knives, tearing me 
apart to find the fault of my mere existence. I’m thrown back into the tunnel with its turns of 
newly gained anxiety, and little branches of hope I hang onto every so often, wishing for the 
fall to stop, but the pit is endless, the darkness intensifying with every second that passes 
by.  
Suddenly, I notice a difference. Something odd has entered the realm of my spectators. 
Unlike all the other eyes, this stare isn’t cold. It’s warm and comforting. I can sense that this 
pair of eyes isn’t looking for my errors, but rather taking in my persona as it is, as a whole. 
And as it is taking it all in, it is accepting of my entirety, the good parts and the bad parts 
equally. The eyes aren’t adjusting their images according to their prejudices, the area behind 
them is a blank space waiting to be filled by new information. I make sure to concentrate on 
that feeling of assurance, in order to find a new branch of hope, this time not falling down 
any further. I want to make it out of the tunnel, escape the sea.  
It’s you. The eyes, the warmth, the hope. A person letting the rawness of my soul fill your 
mind. You are the one finally helping me, letting me outrun the void of an observed 
existence. I can climb up to new heights, discovering branches that get stronger with each 
new step towards the top. I am filled with confidence, and it gets easier for me to ignore the 
icy strings of the other eyes trying to pull me back down into the pit. The opening, the end of 
this misery, lies near; I have almost made it. By now, the branches have turned into stairs, 
leading me to relief steadily and easily. Running up, I reach the last step, take a last look 
back down, wishing to never return again, and push myself out of the everlasting darkness.  
I take my first breath. A smile escapes my face. I open my eyes and see yours, with all their 
security and comfort, and I let happiness rush over me.  


